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This time we have a little puzzle…on this page there are pictures of the
larvae of 8 butterfly species found in Cumbria…can you match with the
adults on the back inside cover? There may be a clue in the photo.
Answers at the bottom of p18
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MESSAGE FROM OUR BRANCH CHAIRMAN.......

Welcome to our autumn 2019 issue of our Cumbria Branch newsletter.
In our last issue we were getting ready for our now bi-annual butterfly
conference held in March at Lancaster University. A record 170 attended
this year with the highlights being seven student presentations, an
interview with two young butterfly enthusiasts [Tom and Felix Fitter]
and a talk on BC’s 50th Anniversary given by Dr Jim Asher [National
Chairman.] Dr Andrew Wilby and Dr Rosa Menendez from Lancaster
University do a wonderful job encouraging and supporting student
research at undergraduate, masters and doctorate levels. If you have not
yet been to one of these free day long conferences the next is due on a
March Saturday in 2021!
There have been several exciting butterfly, moth and wildlife related
initiatives planned for this year and for the next 3-4 years. First, our
branch successfully bid for a HL funded Duke of Burgundy project.
Graeme Skelcher was appointed from this funding to carry out valuable
research into the distribution and status of this nationally rare butterfly
(see his summary report on p30). Graeme’s final report will be out
later: we hope he will also give us a presentation at our next member’s
day at Haybridge
nature reserve in June
2020.
I know many branch
members are also
members of the
excellent Cumbria
Wildlife Trust [CWT]
and you would have
seen in their last
newsletter of two
more exciting projects. First a £1.2 million HL funded ‘Back On Our Map’
[BOOM] project led by Cumbria University that will support work to
either restore or strengthen 10 rare South Cumbrian species....the Duke
of Burgundy and Small Blue butterflies, the Hazel Dormouse [at
Gaitbarrow and at Eaves Wood] and seven species of wild flower. This is
wonderful news as it will build on the work we have done for these two
species of butterflies.....especially the work led by Graeme.
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Second, the CWT magazine reported on a planned ‘Pollinators for NW
Cumbria’ project that will include creating and improving pollinator
friendly corridors along the NW coastline of Cumbria and along the River
Derwent to Cockermouth, Keswick and hopefully beyond to Penrith.
Even if not
specifically for
butterflies and
moths this is an
exciting
opportunity to
create well
connected
wildflower and
wildlife friendly
corridors for all
our wildlife.
Several of our
members have
had concerns about the way the Scotch Argus has declined over recent
years on Arnside Knott. A ‘SA Action Group’ has now met 2-3 times to
try to find out just why the SA is doing poorly on the Knott but very well
at Smardale Gill....now the only major site left in the UK south of the
Scottish border. The answer may be partly related to climate change as
the Knott has become drier and warmer. With shorter [and free draining]
turf the Knott dries out and heats up to give a changing micro-climate
that the SA are finding almost impossible to adapt to at the rate required
for long term survival. Hopefully their work will help secure the species
at this once classic site.
These projects are exciting developments that will involve BC working
with partner environmental organisations. Equally, we will continue with
our own conservation work and the details of our programme are
included in this issue. We would love you to join us on either Wednesday
or Sunday work-parties. Work will include further glade widening on part
of Whitbarrow: to see PB, SPB, SW, DG and HB Fritillary butterflies all
flying along a glade this spring/summer was delightful, rewarding and
testimony to all the hard work put in by volunteers last winter. Come
and join us....we need you! If you need more details on how you can
help please contact me by phone or e-mail.
Recently we held our first ‘ID and Recording Training Day’......we have
had good feedback and hope to run this course again next year [see p33
in this issue.]
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Finally ‘thank you’ to all who are happy to only receive electronic copies
of our newsletter: this saves us money we can spend on conservation. [If
you want a hard copy you must let our newsletter editor know.] I hope
you enjoy reading this issue and if you would like to contribute an article
for the next issue send copy to Karen by mid-March 2020.
Best wishes,
Chris Winnick

Cumbria Branch Wednesday & Sunday Work Parties 2019-20

Meet at 10:00 at the parking places defined by the grid reference. For
full directions, please see the Branch website.
To go on-line, use www.butterfly-conservation.org and click events, top
right, on the home page. This will take you to a page that asks you to
select a county--Cumbria. This opens to a full list of events. Check
the web site for last minute changes or ring Chris Winnick 01539 728254
or David Eastlick 01539 532076.
Dress appropriately for Cumbrian weather, boots, waterproofs, warm
clothing and bring lunch and drinks. We supply tools and protective
items.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunday 8 September 2019 10:00 Holme Stinted Pastures,
Burton-in-Kendal
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 535778
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 11 September 2019 10:00 Holme Stinted Pastures,
Burton-in-Kendal
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 535778
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 25 September 2019 10:00 Gillbirks, Whitbarrow Scar
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 454885
Contact: David Eastlick 015395 32076
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 9 October 10:00 Halecat, Witherslack
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 434835 (Abi and Tom’s Garden Plants)
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
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Sunday 13 October 2019 10:00 Gillbirks, Wakebarrow, Whitbarrow Scar
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 454885
Contact: David Eastlick 015395 32076
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 23 October 2019 10:00 Wakebarrow, Whitbarrow Scar
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 454884
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 6 November 2018 10:00
Wakebarrow, Whitbarrow Scar
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 454885
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunday 10 November 2019 10:00 Wakebarrow, Whitbarrow Scar
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 454885
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 20 November 2019 10:00
Wartbarrow, Allithwaite
For full directions and details please see branch website.
Grid
reference SD 387767
Contact: Martin Chadwick 01539 532553
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 4 December 2019 10:00
Wakebarrow, Whitbarrow Scar
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 454885
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
Sunday 8 December 2019 10:00
Wartbarrow, Allithwaite
For full directions and details please see branch website.
Grid
reference SD 387767
Contact: Martin Chadwick 01539 532553
Wednesday 18 December 2019 10:00 Farrer’s Allotment, Whitbarrow
Scar
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 462867
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 8 January 2020 10:00 Witherslack Woods Main Ride
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For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 430872 (North Lodge)
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunday 12 January 2020 10:00 Farrer’s Allotment, Whitbarrow Scar
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 462867
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 22 January 2020 10:00 Farrer’s Allotment, Whitbarrow Scar
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 462867
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 5 February 2020 10:00 Kendal Fell, Kendal
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 511928 (Queens Road/tram track)
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunday 9 February 2020 10:00 Yewbarrow, Witherslack
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 437859
Contact: Chris Winnick 015397 28254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 19 February 2020 10:00 Yewbarrow, Witherslack
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD 437859
Contact: Chris Winnick 015397 28254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 4 March 2020 10:00 Site to be confirmed
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD
Contact: Chris Winnick 015397 28254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunday 8 March 2020 10:00 Site to be confirmed
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD
Contact: Chris Winnick 015397 28254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 18 March 2020 10:00 Site to be confirmed
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For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 1 Apr 2020 10:00 Site to be confirmed
For full directions and details please see branch website. Grid
reference SD
Contact: Chris Winnick 01539 728254

Small Tortoiseshell….Not that common after all!
Our cover star for this edition is the much loved and often underrated
Small Tortoiseshell, one of the five British species which hibernate as
adults over winter and therefore often the first butterfly to be seen in
spring as it takes advantage of a fine sunny day.
It was first known as the Lesser, Common or Nettle Tortoiseshell to
distinguish it from its big brother the Large Tortoiseshell which no longer
breeds in the UK. Some specimens are among the oldest surviving British
butterflies, dating from 1692-95 and pressed in a leather bound volume
kept in an airtight
cabinet in the Natural
History Museum.
Females lay eggs on
young nettle leaves in
sunny spots and the
larvae live communally.
If disturbed they can
emit a foul-smelling
green liquid from their
mouths! The beautiful
gold and copper chrysalis
can be seen hanging
from vegetation.
For much of the 20th century this was one of our commonest
butterflies, but in recent years it has suffered an alarming decline, losing
three-quarters of its UK population since the 1970s. Worryingly, the
causes of the ongoing long-term decline of this beautiful butterfly are
still unclear. It is a reminder that even ordinary wildlife that we take for
granted can be vulnerable in the face of multiple challenges.
Karen Mclellan
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The History of …
…….. Butterfly Conservation
Cumbria Branch.

At the AGM of what was the North of
England Branch in April 1999 it was
decided that with increased membership
the Branch should split into two, North
East and North West and so Butterfly Conservation North West [Cumbria]
was founded. It was at the time when Butterfly Conservation were
thinking of going ‘regional’ instead of by county and regional officers
were thought to be the way forward. Although the regional idea did not
follow [we changed our branch name to Cumbria Branch in 2006] the
North of England was the first region to have a full-time Regional Officer
appointed by HO in Dorset. Dr Sam Ellis was that Regional Officer and
when he moved to Dorset as Senior Regional Officer he was succeeded
by Dave Wainwright who still covers Cumbria, Lancashire, Cheshire,
Yorkshire, Northumberland and Durham.
In terms of membership Cumbria Branch started with only 90 members
but that has risen to nearly 400: still one of
the smallest branch memberships. That
said, we can still see 40 out of 56 species of
UK breeding butterflies and also have many
rare and spectacular species of moths.
Cumbria is a hot spot for butterflies because
of its size and diversity of habitat – it’s not
always where the members are, it’s the
species present which is equally as
important.
WORK PARTIES
In our first year we started with 8 work parties including Durham Bridge
and Witherslack Woods. As North of England Branch beforehand
however we had already established a work party ethic ably managed by
Rob Petley-Jones who at that time was Reserve Manager for Natural
England at Gait Barrows. We owe Rob a lot for his expert guidance which
has pointed us in the right direction over the years.
Nowadays we have over 20 work parties from September to March on
Sundays once a month and on every other Wednesday. In addition we
run work parties alongside the Workington Nature Partnership in West
Cumbria which focus on Small Blue butterfly habitats.
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OUR BRANCH NEWSLETTERS
Issue 1 had 16 pages all illustrated but in black and white. We adopted
the Marsh Fritillary as our Branch emblem and that first issue hit the
streets in September 2000. I was the editor and continued in that role
until Karen McLellan took over for Issue 37 in Autumn 2018. By issue 29
the newsletter had 24 pages and then 36 pages by Spring 2015. Issue 30
was the first to have colour with a splendid looking Marsh Fritillary on
the front cover. At that point only the front, back and inside covers were
in colour but since then we have progressed to full colour throughout.
BRANCH PROGRESSION
In our 2nd newsletter [February 2001] I said we intended to have an
AGM to elect a small committee to establish objectives and share
responsibilities. Those objectives still stand today and are to conserve all
our butterfly and moth species along with the habitats they require in
Cumbria. Thus far our butterfly species list has
grown from 34 to 40 if you include migrants
like the Clouded Yellow. Moth species
numbers have also grown as more moth
recorders come on board. In our time though
we have lost one species to extinction and
that was in 2004 when the Marsh Fritillary
was declared extinct in Cumbria. A sad time
but we were determined to do something
about it! As you now know we have 18
thriving colonies back in the wild. Who said it
couldn’t be done?
Issue 3 came out in September 2001 and Summer Field Trips were
introduced more widely throughout the county and we started a regular
Moth Report. At that time we had a Committee of four people, Sarah
Bradley, Shirley White, Brian Shorrocks and myself.
By 2002 we were doubling our work parties and field trips and
membership was increasing. We were identifying habitat areas in need
of management such as broadleaved woodland in South Cumbria and
brownfield sites in West Cumbria. Both areas were key to the survival of
threatened species so management of their required habitat was our job
– who else would do it?
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OUR MAJOR PROJECTS
Fast wind now to 2004 and our fears for the Marsh Fritillary were well
founded. Cumbria followed other English counties in declaring it extinct.
However we had a plan in place and an Action Group across various
conservation partners to bring the Marsh Fritillary back. Not everyone
was convinced but with hard work [and some set backs] it worked! The
Project was headed up by Dr Keith Porter of Natural England and carried
out by BC Cumbria volunteers. A word of thanks also to friends and
colleagues in BC Dorset HO who gave us much encouragement.
We then set up our Small Blue rescue Project on the west coast where
colonies were being lost due to planning pressures with brownfield sites.
We still have those pressures and it is a battle we won’t win without
compromise. However we do strive to protect core colonies and
connectivity corridors. District Councils like Allerdale have a job to do to
provide jobs, housing etc but they also have a duty to wildlife: together
we try to achieve win/win situations. This is ongoing all of the time,
literally all of the time.
Our third major Project is one which has been
supported by Dorset HO since 2004.... our
South Cumbria Limestone [Broadleaved]
Woodlands Project. Over the years our
Regional Officer has been successful in
obtaining Grant Aid to fund the management
of over 30 broadleaved woodlands which are
home to Pearl Bordered, High Brown and
Silver Washed Fritillaries and the Northern
Brown Argus. That was BC’s first ever
landscape management project which recognised the importance of
habitat and wildlife connectivity to maintain breeding diversity. Yes, that
happened in Cumbria and we should be proud of that as landscape scale
management is now widely accepted as a key factor in wildlife survival.
More recently the Duke of Burgundy has become a very endangered
species so in South Cumbria we have a new Action Group dedicated to
its survival.
Another initiative is a study which has been undertaken by Lucy Gunson
of Lancaster University to use DNA analysis to better understand the
ecology of species. She has carried out her research on the Scotch Argus
in Cumbria. This is very recent so it will take time to sift through all her
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findings but the point is that here in Cumbria we are encouraging such
advances in technology to see what we can learn from them.
OTHER BRANCH CHANGES and MILESTONES
 In 2004 we set up a Marsh Fritillary captive breeding project.
By 2008 our Branch Committee had grown to 8.
 In 2008 we got our first recorded sighting of White Letter
Hairstreak.
 At our AGM in 2008 Steve Clarke took over as Branch Chairman.
 Moth records were now coming in fast and Rosy Marsh moth was
recorded in Cumbria for the first time by Rob Petley-Jones at
Roudsea.
 In 2009 we set up our own website.
 In 2013 we started to ‘referee’ all butterfly sightings for the
county via Tullie House records centre.
 In 2014 Chris Winnick became Branch Chairman.
 In 2014 our Branch ‘Sightings’ page was introduced.
 Spring 2015 brought colour to our newsletters and with 36 pages.
 In 2018 Karen McLellan became newsletter editor, the first time
that role had changed since the branch formed in 1999.
WHAT ELSE?
The above milestones etc. are merely a flavour of things but all along we
as a small branch of BC have achieved much and some of national
importance. From being one of the most endangered species in the UK
the Marsh Fritillary is now widespread in north, west and central
Cumbria and our Broadleaved Limestones Woodland Project ‘landscape
style’ has pioneered several similar projects elsewhere.
You as members have supported us financially by
being members and some have physically helped
us managing habitat. Every little job done such as
recording or sending in suggestions or newsletter
articles is vital to our success. It is you, in fact all
of us in this Branch who should be proud of what
we have done.
As we move into our 20th year as a Branch we must keep it going by
looking to bring in new people, the younger generation to sustain us
long term. Personally I’m getting long in the tooth but I intend to do my
bit for as long as I can. My Marsh Frits and my Small Blues still need me –
don’t they?
Steve Doyle
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Fritillaries over the estuary at Arnside

At 3pm on Thursday 25th July 2019, one of the hottest days of the year
so far, I waded into the estuary from the Promenade, Arnside. People
were clearly enjoying the warm weather and the warm water. It was low
tide so easy to see where I was treading owing to the clarity of the water.
I crossed the first stretch of water over to the next sandbank northwards,
and reached the area where the River Kent now flows down the estuary.
This is about 200m from the shore and here the channels change
frequently depending on the amount of water coming down.
Whilst I was contemplating the wonderful views and seeing people
splashing around I was amazed to see a large Fritillary fly by me over the
edge of the water channel, making its way westwards towards Arnside
Knott. About five minutes later I was even more amazed to see another
Fritillary fly past along the same edge of water going eastwards towards
Arnside Pier.
I am fairly sure that the first was a High Brown Fritillary, Argynnis adippe,
but the second was faster and I did not get a good look. No photos, of
course, as I did not have my camera with me. But I might go paddling
again soon if the fine weather continues.
Speaking to Wendy Nelson later that evening she mentioned that
someone had once told if they wanted to see High Brown Fritillaries to
‘walk across the sands’. I have actually done this in July 2018 but never
thought to look out for large butterflies. Perhaps we should have a
Butterfly Conservation Group outing walking out there next July!
If anyone has other similar observations, I would be very pleased to hear
about them.
Lynne Farrell
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HOW ‘SPECIAL’ HAS 2019 BEEN FOR CUMBRIAN BUTTERFLIES?

Very special. After the drought of last year’s May-June, for some
thoughts turned to 1976 when the long hot summer led to near record
butterflies followed by a crash in 1977: this time the opposite happened!
Especially pleasing was the way Pearl-bordered fritillary and Duke of
Burgundy recovered on the limestones of South Cumbria and North
Lancashire. Also Small Blue and Marsh Fritillary did well in West and
North Cumbria and Dingy and Large Skippers, Northern Brown Argus and
Grayling have all
put in a strong
showing. It was
also pleasing to see
many of the so
called ‘common’
species do well
such as Ringlet,
Meadow Brown,
Small Skipper and
Peacock however
the year was
‘stolen’ by the
Painted Lady
invasion!
Painted Ladies cannot survive our winters. They migrate every year from
Southern Europe and North Africa but numbers arriving are usually low
in the UK and even lower in Cumbria. However every 10 years [on
average] vast numbers survive predation and taking advantage of
prevailing winds arrive in central and northern Europe....often reaching
beyond the Arctic Circle to Iceland and Norway. This year millions
arrived in the UK in June/July and many 10,000’s arrived in Cumbria
looking unusually pale and worn. Having laid eggs on thistle [especially
Spear Thistle] their offspring emerged in vast numbers in late July with
some recorders seeing 100’s on the wing in just an hour’s walk on a
sunny flower rich coastline or hillside.
Garden buddleia and other favourable nectar plants were also belatedly
smothered in Painted Lady [and Peacock] butterflies and there is some
evidence that in parts of the UK numbers have been boosted by further
migrations. There is more to come!... as I write many thistles host
caterpillars that will emerge in August and September. Healthy offspring
will then follow winds back to the continent to areas sufficiently south
where they can survive winter weather.....so completing one of nature’s
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greatest migrations
and every bit as
remarkable as the
Monarch migration
from Mexico to
Canada.
Migrant butterflies
are always welcome
and to some extent
are independent of
UK weather.
However just why
was 2019 so special
for butterflies that can successfully survive a British Winter.......be it as
an egg, caterpillar or pupae? With so many caterpillar food plants wilting
or even desiccated by June 2018 the signs were not good. Further, the
exceptionally mild spell we had in February 2019 would have caused
problems......yet by March and April large numbers of Peacocks [faded
and wing damaged] and good showings of Brimstone, Orange Tip and
Speckled Wood all indicated a ‘special year.’ Of the spring butterflies
only Large, Small and Green-veined White disappointed.
If April and May were glorious, June brought long spells of poor weather;
but with the possible exception of Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary and
Small Heath, late spring/early summer butterflies put in one of the best
appearances for 10 years. Clearly butterflies and moths are remarkably
resilient....if the habitat remains suitable and weather conditions
improve then they can ‘bounce’ back. [Equally if habitat is degraded
then no matter what the weather their future is at risk].
Caterpillars can starve if their food plants desiccate, however females lay
sufficient eggs [often 100-150] to cope with most weather possibilities.
The greatest danger to many species is a long wet mild winter, and with
climate change this is becoming the new ‘norm’. Further aided by
excessive nitrogen levels, coarse grass and bramble growth is becoming
more vigorous and continuous and at the expense of many caterpillar
food plants such as fine grasses, rock rose, violet, bird’s foot trefoil and
cowslip. Such winters also encourage more disease, fungal rot and
predation of eggs, caterpillars, pupae and even hibernating adults with
fewer eggs ever making it through a complete life cycle. Here lies the key
to why so many butterflies did survive to adulthood in 2019....we had a
colder winter with more frost. It might seem counter-intuitive but the
hibernating stages need a ‘proper old-fashioned winter’ to boost their
survival chances.
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This, coupled with an excellent April and May allowed our later emerging
butterflies to further benefit as many would have been caterpillars in
spring. Also, good July weather during flight periods is important as
there will be more opportunities for flying, mating and egg laying:
hopefully the High Brown and Dark Green Fritillaries will benefit for 2020
provided we have another winter with frost!
Looking at butterflies on the wing we cannot explain occurrence unless
we look back over the previous 12 months. We have seen more
butterflies than for many years [I am sure this will show up on the Big
Butterfly Count] but to inject a note of realism, the long term trend for
many non-grass feeding species remains a concern. However this year
has been a very special year so let’s ‘hold that thought’ and enjoy it!
Chris Winnick

Hello again, Cupido minimus!

That’s what I say to
myself every year when I
set eyes on one in a new
flight season. Well the
Small Blue butterfly is a
lovely little thing isn’t it?
The tiniest of all our UK
butterflies and a
perfectly formed/shaped
little thing it is too.
Absolutely gorgeous and
if you haven’t yet seen
one of our proper Cumbrian ones then you have a treat in store, but you
might have to wait until May 2020 as they don’t always have a second
brood. Mind you, 2019 might well see a second brood albeit in vastly
reduced numbers so long as the Summer progresses as a proper
Summer should.
As I’ve said many times over the years the Small Blue is under great
threat because of development pressure on it’s preferred ‘brownfield’
habitats which have been systematically fragmented over the last two
decades at least. I don’t mean that as a direct slight at Allerdale Planning
because they have a job to do and 20 years ago there was not as much
pressure and involvement of groups like ourselves. That involvement by
us would not have completely saved many core colonies but if we had
been around then I’m sure some mitigation or win/win situation might
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have occurred in some cases. I hope I’m never seen to be moaning about
the past because I honestly believe ‘tomorrow’ is more important than
‘yesterday.’ We can however learn from ‘yesterday.’ In more recent
times its true Small Blue habitat has been lost but there is a greater
awareness nowadays and a decent working relationship between
priorities such as housing, job creation and conservation of wildlife and
habitats. Such things are spelled out in Local Plans and the National
Planning Policy Framework – I think clearly enough although I’ve
recently experienced a difference in interpretation between me and the
National Planning Inspectorate!
Anyway, back to the present and the future. Year 2019 was a great year
for the Small Blue, well it started off well with lots of males flying (as
they do before females emerge). Then we had a week of abysmal
weather and that could have been ‘curtains’ but then the weather
became lovely and hot again. But, would the males have survived long
enough and in numbers to mate with the females so that fertile eggs
could be laid. That prompted a few more visits to Workington and
Maryport than usual to look for myself. I certainly saw plenty of egg
laying going on so hopefully it was ‘job done.’ At this point I look forward
to driverless cars so long as they can also be trained to count Small Blue
butterflies otherwise what’s the point?
Overall as far as numbers are concerned 2019 was as good a year as
we’ve had for a long time so that’s a very positive. Another positive is
that small satellite colonies
have appeared as well
which emphasises the
absolute importance of
maintaining wildlife
connectivity corridors. At
this very moment in time
I’m hoping Allerdale
Planning will reject an
outstanding application to
build another fast food outlet (the fifth within 400 metres) on an
important area of wildlife connectivity corridor right in urban
Workington. It was an old industrial railway track which has been used
by wildlife for over a century and the records for 2019 will show just
how important it is. We and others will do all we can to conserve it
because whilst one can translocate a small colony (with varying degrees
of success) one can simply not translocate a mile or more of corridor
habitat. It might well become a ‘media’ issue but I hope not.
Steve Doyle
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White Scar and Farrer’s Allotment, Whitbarrow 8/7/ 2019
Chris Winnick, assisted by Martin Wain from Butterfly Conservation,
greeted a large and keen group for a walk around the southern part of
Whitbarrow, also known as Whitbarrow Scar. This hill is a long and
prominent limestone rocky outcrop which lies about 1 mile north east of
Witherslack village; overlooking the southern part of the Lake District
and Morecambe Bay. Whitbarrow is designated a biological Site of
Special Scientific Interest and a National Nature Reserve. This site is
managed by several organisations including the Forestry Commission
and Cumbria Wildlife Trust.
The weather was warm, overcast but bright and, as Chris explained,
ideal conditions to see our target species’ of High Brown, Dark Green
and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries plus Grayling and Northern Brown
Argus.
Our first stop was at the base
of Whitbarrow, at a place
called White Scar. Grayling
played hide and seek with us
amongst the boulders and
rocky outcrops. Dark Green
Fritillary put in a brief
appearance before elegantly
gliding out of sight behind
the emerging buddleia.
Common Blue, Ringlet,
Skippers, Small Heath and
Meadow Brown were added and overhead a pair of Peregrines
continued to teach this year’s offspring how to hunt.
The spiny biennial Carline Thistle with its distinctive brown and golden
flower heads looked like a daisy that is dying or a thistle that's gone to
seed, but they are, in fact, in full flower. A Common Hawker buzzed the
Grayling before we left for a walk over Whitbarrow.
We took a circular route climbing steadily through an area called
Wakebarrow and then onto Farrer’s Allotment. The habitat here
comprises a mixture of woodland, grassland and on the summit a
limestone pavement. This site is home to numerous butterfly species
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including our most endangered and rapidly declining High Brown
Fritillary.
By now it was quite muggy and numerous handsome Fritillary species
powered their way over the bracken covered slope and trees before
disappearing. Many were Dark Green Fritillary but those that barely
lingered could not be identified. The
joy of Fritillary spotting! Numerous
Ringlets and Meadow Brown danced
through the woodland clearings and
in the grassy areas Large and Small
Skippers plus Common Blue gave
themselves up. The diminutive
Northern Brown Argus obligingly put
in several appearances in the
sheltered grassland areas to
everyone’s delight. Shortly
afterwards a Silver-washed Fritillary
graced us with its presence together
with a few Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillaries. Our main target, the High Brown Fritillary, still eluded the
group despite the best efforts of Chris and Martin to locate one.
Chris and Martin patiently explained the subtle differences between
High Brown and Dark Green Fritillaries. A female Dark Green Fritillary
seen nearby helped illustrate the points made by Martin. Its paler
coloration around the edges of both forewings and hindwings could
clearly be observed.
Lunch was taken on the limestone pavement amongst the Thyme. As the
habitat changed, so did the butterfly species, with Grayling once again
becoming the
prominent species. A
few more Dark Green
Fritillaries flew
hurriedly past but still
our target species was
missing and the clock
was ticking.
After lunch we crossed
the summit before
descending through an area recently transformed by Cumbria Butterfly
Conservation and the Forestry Commission. Their winter work parties
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had undertaken a vast amount of conservation work to open out the
woodland to allow fragmented Fritillary colonies to expand and breed.
Just below here a very orange Fritillary was spotted. It briefly laid with
its wings outstretched basking on the bracken. The subtle third spot on
the fore-wing was
almost non-existent.
The concave shape of
the outer edge of the
forewing indicated this
was a male High Brown
Fritillary. Relief - but
only for a few members
as not everyone was
able to connect with it
before it bolted.
Fortunately, soon
afterwards, Martin
found another High
Brown Fritillary which was far more obliging. The wing shape, small
indented third spot on the fore-wing and the red-ringed silver spots on
the underside confirmed it was our target species and fortunately this
time everyone had the opportunity for lengthy views before it took off
over the bracken. Immense relief all round.
A very happy group made their way off the site. A total of twenty
different butterfly species and two moth species were seen on this very
enjoyable trip, which provided an opportunity to make new friends,
explore new sites and importantly learn from experts like Chris and
Martin. I would like to take this opportunity to say many thanks to them
both for an excellent and informative trip. They had certainly earned
their pint in the Derby Arms later that evening.
David Phillips
ED NOTE: answers to the inside cover puzzle:
a: Peacock
b: Purple Hairstreak
c: Small pearl bordered fritillary
d: Comma
e: Marsh Fritillary
f: Green Hairstreak
g: Meadow Brown
h: Large White
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Is the Essex Skipper present in Northern England ? A confusion
of antennae.
There have been a number of reports in recent years of possible Essex
Skippers in Lancashire and Cumbria. These have depended on dark
appearance of the antennal clubs ( photo 1 ), atypical for Small Skippers.
In July 2019 I
photographed the
antennae of multiple
Small Skippers at 2
sites 3 miles apart in
North East Cumbria
and 1 site in Lingfield
Surrey, the latter
included definite Essex
Skippers.
Achieving high
definition macro
photos of antennae is challenging. The antennal clubs and shafts have
different patterns of colouration on their upper side, underside and side
profile, making standardisation tricky. Males are more active than
females making analysis of the forewing sex brand ( the other
determining feature of Essex ) tricky. I managed to get meaningful
photos of 20 individuals from
each of the 3 sites.
I have 1 pinned specimen
of each species in my childhood
butterfly collection, allowing
multiple angle photos of the
antennae of a Small from Hants
1971 and an Essex from Kent
1982.
All of the individuals from
Cumrew, Cumbria were classic
for Small with fulvous clubs,
extending down the shaft ( photo 2 ). The site is a non commercial
re-wilding meadow.
80% of the individuals from Hornsby, Cumbria were also classic
Small but 20% had dark antennae with a tiny fulvous tip, only visible
with extreme macro images ( photo 1 ). This site is a commercial organic
hay meadow.
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Of the 20 Surrey individuals, 6 were classic Essex with an obvious black
antennal club tip ( photo 4 ), 12 classic Smalls and 2 the same
intermediate pattern ( photo 3 ) as found in Hornsby, Cumbria. This site
is a grazed meadow public access area.
The pinned specimens have
shrinkage of the antennal
structure but probably look to
be classic for the 2 species
and not intermediate.
The numbers in my
study are tiny but I would
tentatively suggest the
following conclusions. Classic
Essex Skipper has
unmistakeable antennal
features and has not as yet
been found by myself in Cumbria. Re the 2 apparent antennal forms,
fulvous and dark of the Small Skipper, it is possible that this is simple
individual variation that has always been present in this species. It is also
possible that the dark antennal form of the Small is new and could
represent hybridisation between the 2 species.
The Essex Skipper was accidentally introduced via hay into Ontario in
1910 and has expanded its range into the USA. The Small Skipper has
recently expanded its range northward in the UK and there is
speculation re artificial
spread of the Essex from
transport of hay. Such
manmade species
expansion could be
fertile ground for
accelerated evolution
and hybridisation.
Higgins in 1972 did not
describe the genitalia of
Small but did describe
those of Essex and all other European species of Genus Thymelicus,
possibly implying that the genitalia are similar or identical. If so, this
could encourage hybridisation and an evolutionary niche advantage
from it.
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It might be worth others risking cranky knees and necks in the
2020 season to try and up the photo data collection. It could also be a
good Student project to photo the antennae in pinned specimens from
County and National collections.
Guy Broome
References
Butterfly Conservation, Lancashire Branch Newsletter, Spring 2016
Higgins, L.G., The Classification of European Butterflies, Collins 1972
ED NOTE: AND FOR SKIPPER RECORDERS IN NE ENGLAND.....We have
heard from the NE Branch that David Phillips is also studying Small, Essex
and Small/Essex hybrids on the other side of the Pennines. It is clear that
all three are already present in the NE but to help map distributions and
find out more about these under-recorded species please pass on any
information about the NE to Steve Austin at
records@northeast-butterflies.org.uk
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Butterfly Conservation Cumbria Branch 2019 Members Day and AGM
at Blackwood Farm, Braithwaite Saturday 8th June

The day started after a night (and continuing into the day) of heavy rain
with the examination of the identified haul from the moth traps under
the protection of a barn. Members were delighted with the range of
species and the photographic opportunities presented, thanks to the
perseverance of Martin Tordoff and Peter Macqueen in dire weather.
Once inside, Steve told the tale of the highly successful reintroduction of
the Marsh Fritillary. From an initial 7 sites where larvae were
reintroduced, there are now 11 meta-populations and perhaps 12.
Apart from drive and organisation, Steve attributed the success to doing
everything on a huge scale.
This talk was followed by that of Lucy Gunson, who has submitted an
MSc dissertation on the genetics of the Scotch Argus. She reported that
the English populations at Smardale and Arnside Knott are distinct and
each population is genetically diverse. Thus, the decline in the Arnside
Knott population is due to other factors and not to in-breeding.
After the AGM and a brief lunch the weather had improved sufficiently
to have a prospect of seeing something! In fact our guided walk proved
remarkably successful with many sightings of our key target
species....the Marsh Fritillary. Even when disturbed they were reluctant
to fly in such dull, damp weather, but we were surprised to see half of
the 15 or so spotted to be sitting with their wings wide open!
Photographers were delighted! We also found several batches of MF
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eggs on the undersides of Devil’s Bit Scabious, several sheltering Small
Pearl- Bordered Fritillaries and a roosting Angle Shades Moth. A highlight
was the good numbers of
metallic green Forester
moths who readily if briefly
took to the wing as we
passed.
Altogether an excellent day
with special thanks to Martin
Tordoff and Peter Macqueen
for their work in running moth traps, to Lucy Gunson and Steve Doyle for
their presentations [and Steve’s guided walk] and to Paul Barnes for
letting us use Blackwood Farm.
Look out for details of our next Member’s Day/AGM in our Spring 2020
newsletter which we hope will be at the wonderful Haybridge nature
reserve in June next year.
David Eastlick & Chris Winnick.
Minutes of Butterfly Conservation Cumbria Branch 2019 Annual General Meeting
Held at 13.00 on 8 June 2019 at Blackwood Farm, Braithwaite, Keswick
1

2

3
4

Introduction and Apologies
Fifteen members and the committee attended, which was chaired by Chris
Winnick (CW).
Apologies were received from
Lynne Farrell, Margaret Eastlick, Jennifer Rae, Wendy Nelson and Tom Dunbar
Approve Minutes of the AGM meeting 20 May 2018
There were no actions arising from the minutes and no questions from the floor.
The minutes were approved unanimously. Proposed by Peter Macqueen and
seconded by Dianne Moyes.
Matters Arising (not dealt with elsewhere in the agenda).
There were no matters arising.
Chairman’s Report Chris Winnick
CW thanked Martin Tordoff and Peter Macqueen for setting up the moth traps
and attending to them at first light, as well as Martin Chadwick for helping with
the identification. The branch appreciated the efforts of Paul Barnes whose land
both supports a Marsh Fritillary population and the education centre.
Branch membership stands at just over 470, a 17.5% annual increase on 2018.
Based on addresses, 71.6% of branch members have a Cumbria address and the
28.4 % remainder live out of county.
Firstly, our butterfly sightings reveal that whereas southern parts of the UK
experienced a prolonged sunny drought in 2018 and very good numbers of
butterflies, the heat of Cumbria in May and June soon petered out into a very
‘mixed’ summer and autumn. After the promise of spring most late emerging
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species did not do well with the biggest declines in Dark Green, Silver-washed
and High Brown Fritillaries. High Brown Fritillary must be close to extinction in
Lancashire [ C Winnick, spring 2019 Lancashire branch newsletter]. On a more
positive note, Grayling, Wall, White-lettered and Purple Hairstreaks,
Hummingbird Hawk moth and especially Small Copper had an outstanding
season.
2019 started with some hard frosts and then an exceptionally warm spell in
February. March had both cold and warm spells before we settled down to very
pleasant spring weather in April and early May. Some had predicted that after
the heat in 2018 there would be a collapse in butterflies similar to 1977
(following the heatwave of 1976). Instead, the reverse has so far been true with
excellent numbers of sightings of Peacock, Brimstone, Green Hairstreak, Orange
Tip, Duke of Burgundy and Pearl-bordered Fritillary. Small Blue, Small-Pearls and
Marsh Fritillary also seem to be doing quite well despite the recent unsettled
weather. The big question will be to record Dark Green and High Brown
Fritillaries and hope that they too can ‘bounce back’.
A very successful second conference was held at Lancaster University in March
with 170 in attendance. It was heartening that so many wonderful students are
continuing to research into butterflies and moths, and their habitats.
Also in March Graeme Skelcher was appointed to manage our Heritage Lottery
funded (HLF) Duke of Burgundy project [Cumbria branch newsletter spring
2019]. The branch is especially indebted to David Eastlick, Martin Chadwick,
Tom Dunbar and Martin Wain for their hard work in planning the project,
winning the bid and then working with Graeme to make this a success.
Membership continues to rise and we have received praise for our guided walks,
conservation work parties and excellent newsletter under the editorship of
Karen McLellan. A new event this year is our ‘Butterfly Identification and
Training day’ on Sunday 28th July at Levens Village Institute. For details and
booking arrangements please see the BC branch web site.
Looking ahead there are reasons for optimism. Cumbria University was helped
with their major HLF bid for species restoration; a bid that has been just
approved. This bid includes plans to help the Small Blue and the Duke of
Burgundy. It is hoped that this project will consolidate all the good work
already carried out and ensure their future survival in Cumbria [Cumbria branch
2019 autumn newsletter].
Another exciting project led by Cumbria Wildlife Trust to create corridors for
pollinators in north west Cumbria has also received HLF approval. The coastal
strip from Silloth to Whitehaven and inland along the River Derwent to Keswick
will be managed for wild life: it will also have greater protection from conflicting
development [Steve Doyle, Cumbria branch 2019 autumn newsletter].
These schemes and the work our RSPB, NT and CWT partners do along with all
the work by branch volunteers to protect butterflies and their habitats has
never been so important to the survival of Cumbria’s 40 species of Butterfly and
400 species of macro-moth as well as not forgetting all the micro-moths!
Treasurer’s report 2018-2019 David Eastlick
Copies of the profit and loss account were distributed to members present and
the committee. The branch ended the financial year within budget
Increasing branch membership increased the capitation that Head Office pays to
the branch.
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Major items of expenditure were newsletters and postage, tools and
associated costs, and cowslip plants grown by our nurserymen. During the
year the newsletter became available on-line to members in preference to the
printed version. Full savings will be realised in 2019_2020.
A budget for 2019_2020 has been agreed.
Will members who wish further information please contact the treasurer
through the link on the branch web site.
Appointment of Officers
The current committee was re-elected en-bloc unanimously, proposed by Peter
Macqueen and seconded by Dianne Moyes.
Any other Business
7.1 Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey Martin Chadwick (WCBS co-ordinator for
Cumbria) described the survey as seeking an average snapshot of numbers of
generalist butterflies in the countryside by volunteers walking randomly
generated 1km squares in July and August. In 2018 volunteers walked 26
squares noting 20 species of butterfly. Five additional random squares have
been allocated to us this year by the national organiser but we are hopefully
going to maintain good coverage across the county. Martin thanked those
present who were participating. New volunteers are always welcome.
Contact Martin on 015395 32553
7.2 2018 Moth Report Martin Tordoff (Cumbria Moth Recorder) presented an
overview of the monitoring and research work by the branch on principally
three moths, Barred Tooth-striped Moth, the Netted Carpet Moth and the
Argent and Sable Moth. The first moth was trapped using a pheromone and was
the second year of recording with the object of increasing knowledge of the
species’ ecology and distribution in north west England. Overnight trapping
with morning-after displays of Netted Carpet Moth, a Red Data Book species,
took place on consecutive weekends in late July / early August 2018 at three
sites. A Rusland Horizons workshop undertook field surveys to seek the Argent
and Sable Moth and its food plant: adult moths were recorded both at Roudsea
Mosses and on a new site at Oxen Park.
Other public events were held at Plumgarths (CWT), the seventh annual session
which brought the site total to about 180 and a session at Latterbarrow (CWT) in
early September which yielded 37 species, an excellent result for this late date.
Martin drew attention to other moth events in 2019. For details please see
either the branch events web site or contact him 01539 735935.
All moth enthusiasts are encouraged to join the informal Cumbria Moth Group,
with its lively Facebook page reporting what’s going around the county but also
offering help with identification of images of moths posted there.
The meeting closed at 13:45.
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A Mystery Monarch?
From the Editor: a recent query via the branch website from member
Margaret Hughes
I'm wondering whether this is a question that could be put to the branch
membership?
I grew up in Bedford, but have lived in SW Cumbria for the last 40 years.
Last week, while doing a butterfly count, I bumped into my (local)
hairdresser who commented that she'd had a lot of “King George”
butterflies in the house. I worked out that she was referring to the Small
Tortoiseshell and assume that it must be a local name, although my
husband, who is a local man, has never heard it.
I've tried Googling the name, and ten pages just give four results. One a
photo taken in
Whitehaven, a book by a
man who grew up in
Yorkshire where the
name was widely used,
and two blogs asking
about the origin with
suggestions that it is a
northern name.
I am curious to find out
why the name King
George should be
attributed to this
butterfly, and why in the
north. Does anyone have
any ideas?
Both my husband’s sister
and her husband who is a Yorkshireman say they haven’t heard the
name.
I sent the same query to Chris Winnick and he replied:
“What an interesting question!
I have never come across this but like you I am intrigued!
Just a couple of thoughts.....the Small Tortoiseshell loves to nectar in late
Summer on Asters (Michaelmas Daises) and especially one called 'King
George'....a 'frikkiti' type aster....possible connection??”
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I find the connection between a local name of King George for a
butterfly nectaring on an aster species known as King George very
plausible.
Margaret Hughes
paradise24@btinternet.com
Ed: if anyone can cast light on this mystery please reply to Margaret or
myself so that we can share our findings with the membership.
Does anyone else know of any local names for butterflies or moths?
Wildflowers commonly have regional names so maybe..

The Cumbria Marsh Fritillary Re-introduction Project.
We’re never satisfied are we? The
flight season started early with good
weather at the beginning of May, lots
of Marsh Fritillaries on the wing, what
more could we ask for? Well, never
rest on your whatsits, things might be
OK but then again let’s just think
about it.
When the first rush of Marsh Fritillaries were on the wing they were as
usual just about all males. They always emerge earlier than the females
and establish territories – you could see that on some of the field trips
we had in the past when there were swarms of them flying around after
each other – get out of my territory! Not in 2019 however because on
our field trip to Finglandrigg the weather by that time had taken a turn
for the worse and it became cold, wet and windy. True we still saw a
dozen or so Marsh Frits cowering in the long grass so photographers had
good underside photos but it wasn’t the great day we usually have there
even though I said on a nice day I’d seen 100 or more.
After 8 days of dross weather the rain stopped, well sort of, the sun
came out again, well sort of, and out came the Marsh Frits again, well
sort of. Maybe many others did not notice but those which emerged
after the 8 days of dross weather were in the main females which had ‘a
lie in’ during the dross weather. Now the question is, did enough males
survive the dross weather to last long enough to mate with the females
when the latter emerged? Bear in mind most only live 10 days or so and
the cold bad weather would undoubtedly have done for many of the
males. The answer is that most probably enough did survive as I’ve
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found eggs on the underside of Devils Bit Scabious leaves but we won’t
know just how successful a breeding season it was until we do the
annual larval web count in August and compare it with earlier years’
results.
Now the good news. After yours truly casts a shadow over things as
above, the window of good news is opened because in 2019 we have
had further evidence of self-colonisation and that of course is a vital part
of our overall strategy since this reintroduction project started 15 years
ago. To recap, we reintroduced captive bred larvae to four core
pre-prepared sites with satellite suitable sites within a 5K radius i.e. with
realistic connectivity corridors between. By building substantial core
colonies we gave the butterflies every opportunity to expand their
colonies and find further suitable sites themselves and that worked well.
It took time of course, nature does take its time but our faith has been
justified and by 2016 we had discovered several self-colonised colonies
in the Ennerdale and Solway Plain metapopulation areas.
The good news in 2019 is that it appears that a breakthrough has also
occurred in the more central Lakes area and to be honest that always
seemed probable given that suitable habitat is there. Our difficulty was
that it would be hard to stumble across the right bit at the right time –
the Lake District is a huge area! Anyway, fortunately we have those who
are not only great walkers but also know a bit about butterflies. A
National Trust advisor discovered several Marsh Fritillaries flying in
amongst Small Pearl Bordered Frits in a valley near Crummock Water.
That was a bit dis-connected from where we had them at Bassenthwaite
to the east and
Ennerdale to the
west so we went and
had a look within a
couple of days. Sure
enough we had 6
Marsh Frits flying
nicely and both
sexes. It appeared
they had colonised
that patch at least a
year earlier and
when we search for larval webs this August we might be able to deduce
more. Certainly there is abundant larval foodplant Devils Bit Scabious on
site. But where did they come from, how did they get there?
Then came the probable answer. A couple of days later I got two emails
from separate people saying (with photos) they had seen Marsh Frits
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near Loweswater, in the long Mosedale valley in fact. It was just too late
to check it out but the two recorders are experienced so there is no
doubting their records and photos. We need to search for Devils Bit
Scabious the abundance or otherwise will give us an idea of how
sustainable a colony is there. At the same time we will search for larval
webs in August. Doing so before then is a problem as Mosedale is a long
valley and right now I’m suffering from Sciatica which is a bit of a
nuisance to put it politely.
We might never know how they got there but the balance of probability
is that they have come from the very substantial colonies at the
northern end of Ennerdale just around the corner to the west. Looking
at a map you might say that is unlikely but bear in mind it’s 12 years
since reintroduction took place in Ennerdale and there have been
extremely large numbers of Marsh Frits there each year since then. It is
not unlikely that odd ones have moved hop, step and wind blow style
over those 12 years in numbers too small to be recorded. But it only
takes a female to move after firstly laying her primary egg batch. She
then is able to fly and if lucky she will find a suitable place and lay a
secondary but smaller egg batch. We know that happens as we’ve seen
evidence on other sites both north and east of Ennerdale and odd
individuals have been seen west of Ennerdale as well.
Let’s end this article by dreaming a bit. If they have made it from
Ennerdale to Loweswater to Crummock Water they have in all
probability created small ‘on the way’ colonies as well. Cogra Moss area
anybody? Around Loweswater anybody? Around Buttermere anybody?
We await the 2019 larval web counts with eagerness albeit with a bit of
anxiety as usual bit one thing is for sure it’s gonna be a busy August with
20 colonies/sites to cover now. In the meantime I’ll be contacting
volunteers to help so if you can, please do what you can, it really does
make a difference.
Steve Doyle,
Cumbria Marsh Fritillary Project
STOP PRESS: Since writing the above further self-colonised sites have
been located near Keswick and the first ever record from Killington in
Westmorland.
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Duke of Burgundy Stepping Stones Project August 2019
The distribution of Duke of Burgundy has declined significantly in recent
decades in the Morecambe Bay area. There have been losses since the
1980s from Helsington Barrows, Brigsteer, Holker, Wartbarrow and
Changes in Duke of Burgundy distribution since 1950
Key to Duke of Burgundy
records
2015-2018 - Red circles
2010-2014 - Pink circles
2000-2009 - Orange circles
1990-1999 - Blue circles
1980-1989 Blue-green circles
1950-1979 Pale blue circles

Hutton Roof, and contractions in the extent of the populations at
Whitbarrow and the Arnside & Silverdale AONB; the latter particularly so
where the butterfly was formerly widespread over much of the AONB
but is now restricted to a small colony on the eastern side of Gait
Barrows. However, the recent discovery of good populations at High
Dam and Broad Syke in the Rusland Valley, and a very small population
within Grizedale Forest, near Satterthwaite, have significantly enhanced
the prospects for Duke of Burgundy in the region. A small population has
also arisen on Kendal Fell, but this appears to be the result of an
introduction.
The populations at High Dam and Broad Syke are unusual in that the
butterfly utilises primroses growing within damp purple moor-grass
grassland, rather than within
limestone/chalk grassland or
coppice woodland which provide
the habitat for all other known
UK populations, and opens up
the possibility that there may be
further undiscovered
populations on similar habitat
elsewhere within Cumbria.
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With HLF funding, Cumbria Branch established the Stepping Stones
Project to undertake surveys of the Duke of Burgundy and its habitats
across the region during the spring and early summer of 2019 in order to
guide future management and encourage regular monitoring of the
butterfly.
2019 appeared to be a good year for Duke of Burgundy. Good
numbers of adults were found in May at High Dam, Broad Syke and
Whitbarrow. The small population at Gait Barrows persists, but only a
single adult was found at the Satterthwaite site. Planting of the
butterfly’s cowslip and primrose larval foodplants in suitable habitat by
Cumbria Branch over the last year was very successful in extending the
range of Duke of Burgundy at High Dam and Whitbarrow, with adults
and larval feeding damage being found in new areas of these sites.
At several locations within Broad Syke, High Dam and Whitbarrow,
feeding damage in July was found on approximately 50% of Primulas .
Damaged plants tended to be within or adjacent to dense grass tussocks
or along the edge of bracken stands, demonstrating the importance of
structure in the butterfly’s habitat; both in protecting the foodplant
from dessication in hot weather and also providing a safe place for the

caterpillar to retreat to for pupation. At Gait Barrows, primroses are
numerous in the main coppice used for breeding, but feeding damage
was found on only 5% of plants. These plants were often at the base of
male fern fronds, so encouraging a better structure by retaining the
ferns and allowing denser grass tussocks to form could improve the
value of the coppice for breeding Duke of Burgundy.
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Future work should:
 seek to further investigate habitat structure around eaten
Primulas to aid management and ensure future planting of
foodplants is directed to the most favourable locations;
 investigate areas within the butterfly’s former range where
habitat restoration is feasible and consider the potential for
reintroduction to some of these sites;
 continue to monitor adults and Primula feeding damage to
measure Duke of Burgundy
distribution and population
health; and
 promote appropriate
management practices including:
grassland grazing or mowing
regimes that ensure sheltered
marginal areas of taller grass
tussocks are retained where
Primulas can grow; small-scale
scrub control to prevent loss of
grassland areas to scrub
encroachment and to link areas
of suitable grassland; and
coppicing of small blocks of woodland on frequent rotation,
retaining ferns, grass-tussocks and some scattered low scrub.
Graeme Skelcher
ED.NOTE. Graeme was appointed to lead this HL funded project over its
6 month duration. Martin Wain, David Eastlick, Tom Dunbar and Martin
Chadwick did much to set up the successful bid and establish how best
to use the resources provided. It is clear that they have all done a
great job and we now hope that the 'BOOM' project [mentioned
elsewhere in this issue] will continue with the excellent start made
by Graeme and branch members. Finally I know that committee
members want to pass on their thanks to Graeme who has done so
much to help secure the future of the Duke of Burgundy in NW England.
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BUTTERFLY AND DAY-FLYING MOTH IDENTIFICATION &
RECORDING DAY. 28.7.19

Photo:M Chadwick

We happened upon this course and thought it would be a good thing to
learn. The week before the forecast was for a ‘perfect day’ for butterfly
spotting but it ‘turned’ two days before! We kept our fingers-crossed
but it looked unlikely we’d be seeing any butterflies on the wing and
mutterings of localised floods made us wonder if we’d even reach the
indoor venue at Levens.
We arrived, a little uncertain of what to expect. Would we be judged
on our knowledge? [Read lack of it!] The answer is ‘no’.......we
received the warmest of welcomes from Claire Cornish and Martin Wain
[ who had secured funding so the course was provided free] and from
Chris Winnick and Martin Chadwick
who would be running the event.
Our trepidation soon disappeared.
Tea, coffee and biscuits were
provided, always a winner when
putting people at ease, and
everyone on the course was
friendly. Phew.
First an identification quiz.... but no
naming and shaming. It was
reassuring to hear the experts say
even they had to refresh their
memory each year.
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The morning was spent learning survey and recording techniques. At
times it sounded a little complicated.... would we be able to do it?
Then photos of different types of butterflies. Beautiful, intricate,
colourful butterflies. Along with tips on how to know what you’re
looking at. Noted: Small Whites
fly ‘on a mission’ and directly
compared to Green-veined White
who flutter ‘as if without a map or
compass’.
Through the drawn curtains [for
the slideshow] we could tell the
day was brightening. Hurray! So
we enthusiastically ventured off
to White Scar. Car sharing of
course.
First stop: the bottom of a limestone cliff, with Buddleia [well, it is the
butterfly bush!], Rockrose and Hemp-agrimony. [Note to self, brush up
on flower ID!].
We were delighted with an abundance of Peacocks warming themselves
on the rocks [captivating, like little jewels brightening the grey rocks],
Grayling, Large White [there was discussion whether some might be
female Brimstones...but ‘no’!], Meadow Brown… then a faded Dark
Green Fritillary .....’but wait that one at the top of that bush’…. a
High-brown Fritillary. Brilliant. One of the rarest butterflies and we’ve
spotted one!
Now, time to put our surveying skills to the test. We paired-up for a
slow-walk, recording everything we saw in our imaginary 5m box [no
looking behind – although I’m certain the butterflies were dancing
around behind us as if they knew....a bit like a Kit Kat advert].
There was some discussion as to what ‘slow-walk’ meant – but we
referred back to the morning’s training and, as long as we’re consistent
each time, then it’s okay!
Between us we spotted 21
different species of butterfly
plus a Northern Brown Argus
egg, a Hummingbird Hawk
moth, crickets, a newt, a frog
and a Peregrine Falcon.
That evening, we excitedly
re-counted our day and what
we’d learned to friends, over
a pint at the local.
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Huge thanks to Chris and Martin for such an enjoyable and informative
day!
A summary:
 Good venue and a warm welcome.
 Questions were welcomed and well-answered (we weren’t made
to feel silly for not knowing)
 We learnt lots – it’s not just how the butterfly looks, but how it
flies, where it lands, what plants are nearby, what time of
year/day it is.
 Identification is easier if butterflies stay still, or at least pose for a
photo!
 40 of the UK’s 59 butterflies breed in Cumbria and Morecambe
Bay. Wow!
 3 out of 4 butterfly species are in decline. Very sad.
 Looking for butterflies makes walks more interesting. And you’re
allowed (encouraged) to look for birds and flowers too!
 We now have more confidence to better identify butterflies and
report/record it.
 One person’s idea of a slow-walk isn’t another’s.
 Butterflies are part of showing how healthy our countryside is.
 Between us we spotted 21 different species of butterfly.
 The weather forecasters get it wrong (surprise!)
 A great day that was relaxed, enjoyable and interesting.
 Could I now tell the difference between a Northern Brown Argus
and a female Common Blue? Unless they stayed still for me to see
that ‘spot’, unlikely. Although I now know, it’s not an Argus
without rockrose around.
Michelle Waller and Simon Troughton
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Photos: Michelle Waller

‘Four figures and hot nights!’ by the Lapsed Lepidopterist.
At the time of writing another bulging cloud has just emptied its
contents on the conservatory roof and it seems as though summer, if
not over, is certainly on the slide. The nights are gradually drawing in.
One small positive is the slightly later morning rise to get to the moth
trap before the birds; although their frenetic food search is no longer at
its chick feeding height.
I finished off my article in the spring newsletter by saying I would try
and get up to the ‘four- figures of the good old days’ with my moth
recording. It was a forlorn hope without much prospect of success…or
was it? My recollection from last year is that often the hot days were not
always followed by hot nights…so to speak. But this year there have
been some indecently hot
nights; by which I mean it has
been so hot as to render
nightwear redundant. April saw
numbers in excess of 200 at
both Braithwaite gardens,
boosted by 174 Brindled Pugs in
mine on the 22nd and 67
Hebrew Characters at the other
Oak Tree Pug
end of the village on the 23rd.
Glaucous Shears and Oak Tree
Pug (at last identified and confirmed!) appeared in both for the first time
and Water Carpet, Oak Hook-tip, Square Spot were also added to the
village list.
A first visit to Dubwath in May attracted 38 species on a not quite so
hot night. Large Twin Spot and Water Carpet showing for the first time
here, the latter clearly distinguishable from the several Devon Carpets.
Numbers remained moderate but with reasonable species counts for the
rest of the month and early June: Dubwath – 206/45sp; Garden –
110/32sp; Blackwood Farm - 95/32sp & 250/54sp (6 traps, AGM event.
See elsewhere, but a remarked improvement on the 5 moths from 2
years ago!). A working visit to Somerset, with the trap of course,
re-introduced me to a Hawk that I hadn’t seen for years, an Eyed Hawk.
Lovely!
The end of June onwards saw the nights warming up. A visit to the
other village garden on the 24th yielded 531/79sp, including Figure of
Eighty, Freyer’s Pug and 47 Heart & Dart – I only mention the latter
because since being in Cumbria the species has only been noticeable by
it’s very low numbers until this year. Blackwood Farm on 8th July
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returned a mere 380…. but species number was up to 83, top score for
the location. Not bad. Double Dart and Minor Shoulder Knot unrecorded
there before. A return to Dubwath on the 17th saw 47 Larger Yellow
Underwings muscling in on the act – just warming up! Total:435/67sp.
In the hope of attracting another Cloaked Carpet (2 last year, 1 in
2017) to the westerly Braithwaite garden, I thought the quite warm
night of the 24th might be promising. Unfortunately no such luck.
However….. for one night it was a return to ‘the good old days’ of four
figures! That is if you think removing over 1000 fidgety Larger Yellow
Underwings, whilst trying to identify and record the 85 other species,
can in any way be considered a ‘good day’, old or otherwise! Phew!
1800…ish moths (oh yes, add another few hundred micros of course,
with a bumper crop of Bird Cherry Ermine), of which 1042…ish were
LgYUW. The Hitchcock film he didn’t make.
Two hot nights later, after a rest, I switched on in my garden,
knowing things would be calmer. They were; with a good total of 56
species, but thankfully only 12 LgYUW (?!) out of 154. Among those were
Dingy Footman, a new arrival and a specimen that had probably fled to
this end of the village after the carnage two nights previously – a
Cloaked Carpet!
The 4th for
Braithwaite and
Cumbria I think.
Research needed!
Beech
Cottage’s little
garden does have
it’s moments. It
has the quality
rather than the
quantity I feel.
1000s of Noctuids
are all very well,
but…. Anyway, a few nights ago, mild and muggy, before the rains, I
popped the light on. Bleary eyed the next morning, I saw a rather late
Elephant Hawk sitting on the white wall (where most of the moths seem
to end up now). No, on inspection it turned out to be A Bedstraw
Hawkmoth. An exciting first for me and another indication of hot nights!
Peter Macqueen
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‘PATHWAYS TO BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION IN NORTH-WEST
ENGLAND’
This was the title of our second one day conference held at Lancaster
University on Saturday 23rd March 2019. As with our first conference
held in March 2017 this is a joint venture between Lancashire and
Cumbria BC and staff and students based in the Lancaster University
Environment Centre.
We were delighted to welcome Dr. Jim Asher, the Chairman of Butterfly
Conservation, to give the opening presentation on ‘Fifty Years of
Butterfly Conservation’. Apart from giving an historical perspective Jim is
superb at both data processing and photography: both skills that
shone through his excellent talk. BC’s Dr. Caroline Bulman continued this
theme by looking in more detail at the crucial role of data collection and
its many applications and to take us to a mid morning break ‘our own’
BC regional officer David Wainwright looked at how data showing
habitat change from 2004 to 2016 on High Brown Fritillary sites in the
Morecambe Bay area may be one of the key factors in explaining this
butterfly’s continued decline.
After refreshment and time to look at the superb display from
Lancashire BC and the other stands, leaflets and books etc we
reconvened with a presentation from Stuart Colgate on how we can all
supply Cumbria sightings data to the Cumbria Bio-diversity Centre [CBDC]
at Tullie House in Carlisle.
Dr. Rosa Menendez then introduced the first of seven outstanding
student presentations that spanned both sides of the lunch break. We
know the 180 delegates present found these to be particularly
informative, enjoyable and
inspiring....because they told
us in their evaluations!
Alex Blomfield updated us
on her PhD studies looking
at the behaviour of
Pearl-bordered Fritillary,
Lucy Gunson looked at the
status of Scotch Argus at
Arnside Knott and in
particular at Smardale Gill and Adam McVeigh explained how Mountain
Ringlet distribution in Cumbria relates to altitude, geology, climate and
topography. To end the morning Dr. Andrew Wilby summarised the
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research undertaken by Jamal Kabir on the relationship between violet
and fritillary distribution.
Afternoon started with presentations from Justine Patton on the
relationship between moths and woodland, Abi Percival on the
importance of ride management and Rosie Bailey on the requirements
of the NB Argus.
Just as two years ago all student talks were of a very high standard;
they provided ground-breaking research, were given with energy and
confidence and were a credit to the students and staff of Lancaster
University.
Steve Benner used outstanding slides
and a wealth of information to
encourage all to enter the addictive
world of moth trapping. Bill Grayson
used his vast experience to explain
how conversation grazing is making a
valuable contribution to healthy
habitat management and Craig McCoy,
NT head warden, looked at the
opportunities to get involved with
volunteer work on Arnside Knott and
other NT sites.
After break the final section saw Chris Winnick and Martin Wain give
updates on BC’s Myers Allotment reserve and the Duke of Burgundy
project respectively. Chris thanked reserve warden Dave Wrigley for his
outstanding work at Myers and Martin introduced Rob Fitter and his two
sons Tom [8] and Felix [6] who told us about their success in finding
almost all Cumbrian species of butterfly during 2018......a delightful
interlude.
To conclude the day a panel of speakers, augmented by well known
author and TV presenter Matthew Oates, answered a variety of
questions from the audience. Evaluation sheets from the day were
overwhelmingly positive and can be summed up as ‘a packed
programme that was lengthy and at times a little rushed but thoroughly
enjoyable’......with such encouragement we may just have to repeat this
event in 2021!
Finally we must thank Lancaster University, Butterfly Conservation, the
organising team of Andrew Wilby, Rosa Menendez, Martin Wain, Alex
Blomfield, Chris Winnick and Jane Jones, all the presenters and the many
others who helped make this event possible.
Chris Winnick.
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Here are the adult butterflies to match up with their respective larvae

Comma

Green Hairstreak

Marsh Fritillary

Large White

Meadow Brown

Peacock

Small pearl-bordered
Fritillary

Purple Hairstreak
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